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WORK
HARD,
PLAY
HARD
New Zealand’s
condensed geography
means you can work
out in the wilderness all
day, and slip into town to
party all night.
Toni Krasicki reports.

W

ith spectacular landscapes
and thrilling adventures
abound, New Zealand
packs an incredible punch.
But enjoying the pristine
environment doesn’t mean you have to
necessarily go “Bear Grylls” style. Instead,
you can enjoy exploring the spectacular
wilderness during the day, and rather than
hit the hay early, eat, drink and play in the
luxury of civilisation come nighttime.

QUEENSTOWN
Adventure Playground

Queenstown is known as the adventure
capital of the world for a reason. You can
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bungy jump from the world’s first commercial
bungy site, white-water raft, jet boat amid
canyons, tandem hang-glide, paraglide or
skydive — and that’s on top of the hiking,
four-wheel driving and snowsports. As
you would expect, the nightlife is young
and trendy to match the adrenaline junkies
that you meet in the daylight hours. Try the
home-brewed beers and check out the hip
and happening stylish bars and clubs like the
Tardis, Surreal and Bunker.

COROMANDEL PENINSULA
Good For Your Soul

Stop at the cool little beach town of Thames
for an all-day canyoning adventure. Hike,
abseil, jump and slide your way down 300
metres into the canyon and finish with a
flying fox at the bottom. In Coromandel
Town, try the Twilight Tapas on Thursday,
Friday and Saturday nights from 4pm, or dig
into a bowl of local green-lipped mussels at
the Coromandel Mussel Kitchen — kick back,
take in the sea view and enjoy the fresh
seafood harvested daily from the family’s
farm.

ROTORUA
Mountain Biking Mecca

Once you’ve experienced the bubbling mud
pools, spouting geysers and hot water

Lermontov Wreck. The region’s drink du
jour is Sauvignon Blanc, and they can’t get
enough of it internationally, so taste, taste
and taste some more. For the best fine dining
experience in the region, it’s Hans Herzog
Winery, hands down.

CHRISTCHURCH
Hip “Come Back” City

beaches, grab a mountain bike and head to
the Whakarewarewa Redwood Forest on
the outskirts of Rotorua. Built by mountain
bikers for mountain bikers, the 130 kilometre
trail network is designed to pack as much
fun into as small an area as possible. Night
owls should check out the lively “Eat Street”
where most of the bars and restaurants are
at. If it’s culture you’re after, Rotorua is the
place to try a Maori Hangi.

RUAPEHU
A Winter Party Town

Hike the famous Alpine Crossing over the
volcanic massif of Mt. Tongariro, or strap on
some skis or a snowboard and hit the slopes.
Whakapapa and Turoa are New Zealand’s
largest ski areas, and who doesn’t want to ski
on an active volcano? For Après-ski action,
National Park Village transforms into the hub
for snow bums. Drop into any bar or eatery to
rub shoulders with the locals and knock back
a few schnapps.

HAWKES BAY
Super Cool Wine Trails

Hit the trails for a relaxing ride through this
premier red wine region. Intersperse the
ride with tastings of the award-winning
reds, or stop by The Filter Room and try the
handcrafted beers and ciders. Considered

to be the “food bowl” of New Zealand, this
is definitely the place to sample the local
produce. Cashed up? Then dine at the
Mission Estate Winery, the oldest winery
in the country. For the easy-on-the-wallet
option, head to Westshore Beach Inn Bistro
where the fish is always fresh.

WELLINGTON
Culture Capital

Soak up some culture at the Te Papa
Museum, then head out of town to unleash
your inner Tarzan or Jane at the Adrenalin
Forest. Feel the freedom of flying through
the tree canopy from a series of platforms on
Tarzan swings, rope bridges and flying foxes.
There are seven pathways which increase in
difficulty and height, so theoretically, there
are about 125 challenges! Back in the city,
Courtenay Place and Cuba Street are famous
for their tucked-away bars, quirky cafes, topnotch restaurants and nightclubs.

MARLBOROUGH
Nature Lovers Delight

Landlubbers can hike all or part of the
70 kilometre Queen Charlotte Track as it
winds its way through lush coastal forest
and around coves and inlets. Water babies
can scuba dive at some of New Zealand’s
most popular dive sites including the
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If swinging a club is your thing then you’ll
enjoy the choice of 18 golf courses all in easy
reach of the city. Join a Segway Tour and roll
through the streets to check out the rebuild
after the 2010 and 2011 earthquakes. Try
any one of the unique cafes, restaurants and
bars that have literally popped up all over
the city in refurbished shipping containers,
converted buses —there’s even one built out
of old wood and Lego pieces.

WEST COAST
Wild and Rugged

No visit is complete unless you’ve trodden,
touched or flown over either the Fox or Franz
Josef Glaciers. Explore some of the most
accessible glaciers in the world; clip on your
crampons and take a guided tour among the
icy pinnacles and spectacular seracs. Finish
the day with a hearty meal in Franz Josef
Village, and relax with a massage and soak in
the warm waters of the Glacier Hot Pools, fed
from the glacial waters.

AUCKLAND
The City of Sails

New Zealand’s largest city has a plethora of
spectacular islands waiting to be discovered.
Jump on a ferry or paddle a sea kayak to
Rangitoto Island and walk to the summit
of this distinctive, perfectly symmetrical
volcano cone rising 260 metres out of the
Hauraki Gulf. When you get back to the
mainland, slip into one of the 30 bars and
restaurants at the Viaduct, conveniently
located along the harbour front and a hot
spot for partygoers.

TO LEARN MORE ABOUT NEW ZEALAND TOURISM:
Visit www.newzealand.com/au
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